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1. INTRODUCTION
A subgroup of a group G is called modular if it is a modular element of
Ž .the lattice  G of all subgroups of G. It is clear that every normal
subgroup of a group is modular, but arbitrary modular subgroups need not
be normal; thus modularity may be considered as a lattice generalization
of normality. Lattices with modular elements are also called modular.
ŽAbelian groups and the so-called Tarski groups i.e., infinite groups all of
.whose proper nontrivial subgroups have prime order are obvious examples
of groups whose subgroup lattices are modular. The structure of groups
with modular subgroup lattice has been described completely by Iwasawa
   4, 5 and Schmidt 13 . For a detailed account of results concerning
 modular subgroups of groups, we refer the reader to 14 .
1 This work was done while the third author was visiting the Department of Mathematics of
the University of Napoli ‘‘Federico II.’’ He thanks the G.N.S.A.G.A. of the Istituto Nazionale
di Alta Matematica for financial support.
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A subgroup H of a group G is said to be almost normal if the conjugacy
Ž .class of H in G is finite or equivalently if the normalizer N H of H hasG
 finite index in G. A wonderful theorem of Neumann 9 states that all
Ž .subgroups of a group G are almost normal if and only if the centre Z G
Ž .of G has finite index. If  is an isomorphism from the lattice  G onto
the subgroup lattice of a group G and N is a normal subgroup of G, then
 Ž .the image N of N is a modular element of the lattice  G . Further-
more,  maps every subgroup of finite index of G to a subgroup of finite
Ž  .index of G see 14, Theorem 6.1.7 . Thus the image of any almost normal
subgroup of G is modular in a subgroup of finite index of G.
We shall say that a subgroup H of a group G is almost modular if there
exists a subgroup of finite index K of G containing H such that H is a
Ž .modular element of the lattice  K . The definition of almost modular
elements can be given in an arbitrary lattice, and a lattice  will be called
Žalmost modular if all its elements are almost modular see Section 2 for
.details . Thus every lattice-isomorphic image of a group whose subgroups
Ž .are almost normal i.e., of a central-by-finite group is a group with almost
modular subgroup lattice, and the aim of this article is to determine,
having in mind results similar to Neumann’s theorem, the structure of such
groups.
Most of our paper is devoted to the study of periodic groups with almost
modular subgroup lattice, whose structure is completely described by the
following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM A. Let G be a periodic group. The subgroup lattice  G is
almost modular if and only if GM K , where M is a group with modular
subgroup lattice, K is an abelian-by-finite group containing a finite normal
Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup N such that the lattice  KN is modular and  M   K 
.
Moreover, it will also be proved that every periodic group G with almost
modular subgroup lattice contains a normal subgroup of finite index L
Ž .whose subgroups are modular in G see Theorem 5.11 in the last section ,
Ž .so that G looks like a central-by-finite group with L instead of Z G .
It is well-known that a special role among modular subgroups is played
by permutable subgroups; here a subgroup H of a group G is said to be
Ž .permutable or also quasi-normal if HK KH for every subgroup K of G.
A group is called quasi-hamiltonian if all its subgroups are permutable. By
 a result of Stonehewer 15 , quasi-hamiltonian groups coincide with locally
nilpotent groups having modular subgroup lattice. We shall say that a
subgroup H of a group G is almost permutable if it is permutable in
a subgroup of finite index of G. The structure of groups in which every
subgroup is almost permutable will be relevant for our purposes.
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THEOREM B. Let G be a periodic group. Then all subgroups of G are
almost permutable if and only if GQ K , where Q is a quasi-hamiltonian
group, K is an abelian-by-finite group containing a finite normal subgroup N
Ž . Ž .such that KN is quasi-hamiltonian and  Q   K .
As a consequence of Theorem B, it will be proved that all subgroups of
a periodic group G are almost permutable if and only if G is simultane-
Žously finite-by-quasi-hamiltonian and quasi-hamiltonian-by-finite see
.Corollary 5.9 in the last section . Since central-by-finite groups can be
characterized as groups which are both abelian-by-finite and finite-by-
abelian, this result can be viewed as a natural extension of Neumann’s
theorem.
If G is any non-periodic group with modular subgroup lattice, it was
proved by Iwasawa that the elements of finite order of G form a subgroup
T and the factor group GT is abelian; moreover, if G is not abelian, the
group GT is locally cyclic. The following theorem extends this result to
nonperiodic groups whose lattice of subgroups is almost modular; it shows
in particular that torsion-free groups with almost modular subgroup lat-
tices are abelian. Recall here that the FC-centre of a group G is the
subgroup consisting of all elements of G with finitely many conjugates,
and a group is said to be an FC-group if it coincides with its FC-centre.
Clearly, a group is an FC-group if and only if all its cyclic subgroups are
almost normal.
THEOREM C. Let G be a nonperiodic group with almost modular sub-
group lattice. Then:
Ž .a The set T of all elements of finite order of G is a normal subgroup,
and the factor group GT is abelian.
Ž .b Eery subgroup of T is almost normal in G.
Ž .c Either G is an FC-group or the group GT is locally cyclic.
It follows from the structure of groups with modular subgroup lattice
that such groups are metabelian, provided they have no Tarski factor
groups. As a consequence of Theorem A and Theorem C, we will prove
the following result.
COROLLARY D. Let G be a group which has no Tarski homomorphic
Ž .images. If the subgroup lattice  G is almost modular, then G is metabelian-
by-finite.
 Most of our notation is standard and can be found in 11 . We shall use
 the monograph 14 as a general reference for results on subgroup lattices.
We thank the referee for his useful comments and in particular for
having shortened the original proof of Lemma 4.12.
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2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
Let  be a lattice with least element 0 and greatest element I. Recall
that an element x of  is coered irreducibly by elements x , . . . , x of the1 m
     interval x0 if, for each element y of x0 such that y0 is a
distributive lattice with the maximal condition, there is im such that
 4y x , and the set x , . . . , x is minimal with respect to such a property.i 1 m
Clearly a subgroup H of a group G is covered irreducibly in the lattice
Ž . G by its subgroups H , . . . , H if and only if H is the set-theoretic1 m
union of H , . . . , H and none of these subgroups can be omitted from the1 m
covering.
An element h of the lattice  is said to be cofinite if there exists a finite
chain in 
h h  h    h  I0 1 t
such that, for every i 0, 1, . . . , t 1, h is a maximal element of thei
 lattice h 0 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:i	1
 h is covered irreducibly by finitely many elements k , . . . , k ofi	1 1 ni
 such that k 
 
 k  h .1 n ii
  For every automorphism  of the lattice h 0 , the elementi	1
     h 
 h is modular in h 0 and the lattice h h 
 h is finite.i i i	1 i	1 i i
We shall say that an element a of  is almost modular if there exists a
cofinite element h of  such that a h and a is a modular element of
 the lattice h0 . The lattice  is called almost modular if all its elements
are almost modular.
A theorem of Schmidt yields that a subgroup H of a group G is cofinite
Ž . Ž in the lattice  G if and only if H has finite index in G see 14, Theorem
.6.1.10 . Therefore, a subgroup X of G is almost modular if and only if it
Ž .is an almost modular element of the lattice  G , and hence the subject of
this article is the structure of groups with almost modular subgroup lattice.
Our first lemma shows in particular that if G is a periodic group with
almost modular subgroup lattice, then either G is locally finite or it must
have a Tarski section.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a periodic group with almost modular subgroup
lattice. If G is not locally finite, then there exists a subgroup H of G satisfying
the following conditions:
Ž . ² : ² :i H x, M , where x and M are modular subgroups of H;
Ž .ii M is a maximal and locally finite subgroup of H;
Ž .iii the factor group HM is a Tarski group.H
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Proof. Let L be a maximal locally finite subgroup of G, and let X be a
subgroup of finite index of G such that L is a modular subgroup of X.
Since G is not locally finite, L is properly contained in X and there exists
an element x of X  L such that x p belongs to L for some prime number
² : ² : p. Since L is a modular subgroup of x, L , the lattices x, L L and
² : ² :  ² :x  x  L are isomorphic, and so L is a maximal subgroup of x, L .
² : ² :Let H be a subgroup of finite index of x, L such that x is a modular
² : ² :subgroup of H, and put M LH. Then H x, M , and x and M
are modular subgroups of H. Moreover, the locally finite subgroup M is
² :  maximal in H because L is maximal in x, L , and the index H : M is
infinite as H is not locally finite. Thus the factor group HM is a TarskiH
Ž  .group see 17, Theorem B .
Recall that the finite residual of a group G is the intersection of all
subgroups of finite index of G and that the group G is residually finite if its
finite residual is trivial.
² :LEMMA 2.2. Let G x, y be a residually finite p-group, where p is a
² :prime number. If x is a modular subgroup of G, then G is finite.
² :Proof. Let G be any finite homomorphic image of G. Then x is a
² :² :permutable subgroup of G, and hence G x y has bounded order. It
follows that G is finite.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a residually finite p-group, where p is a prime
Ž .number. If the lattice  G is almost modular, then G is locally finite.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that G is not locally finite, so that by
² :Lemma 2.1 it contains a subgroup H x, M , where M is locally finite,
² : ² :x is modular in H, and HM is a Tarski group. Then HM x, yH H
² :for some element y of H, and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that x, y is
finite, a contradiction.
A normal subgroup N of a group G is said to be hypercyclically
embedded in G if it has an ascending series with cyclic factors consisting of
 normal subgroups of G. It has been proved by Schmidt 14 that, if H is a
cyclic modular subgroup of a finite group G, the normal closure HG of H
Ž  .is hypercyclically embedded in G see 14, Theorem 5.2.5 .
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a periodic residually finite group with almost
modular subgroup lattice. Then G is locally finite.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that G is not locally finite, so that by
² :Lemma 2.1 it contains a subgroup H x, M , where M is locally finite,
² : ² :x is modular in H, and HM is a Tarski group. Then HM x, yH H
² :for some element y of H. Put X x, y , and let X be any finite
X² :homomorphic image of X. As x is hypercyclically embedded in X, it
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follows that X is supersoluble, and so its commutator subgroup X  is
nilpotent. Therefore the commutator subgroup X  of X is residually
Ž nilpotent, and hence it is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups see 11,
.Part 2, Corollary to Theorem 6.14 . On the other hand, every Sylow
subgroup of X  is locally finite by Lemma 2.3, so that X  is likewise locally
finite and X is finite. This contradiction proves the lemma.
A group G is called a P*-group if it is the semidirect product of an
² :abelian normal subgroup A of prime exponent by a cyclic group x of
prime-power order such that x induces on A a power automorphism of
Žprime order recall here that a power automorphism of a group G is an
.automorphism mapping every subgroup of G onto itself . It is easy to see
 that the subgroup lattice of any P*-group is modular, and Iwasawa 4, 5
proved that a locally finite group has modular subgroup lattice if and only
if it is a direct product
G Dr G ,i
iI
where each G is either a P*-group or a primary locally finite group withi
modular subgroup lattice, and elements of different factors have coprime
orders. Recall also that a group G is said to be a P-group if either it is
² :abelian of prime exponent or G x  A is a P*-group with the
² :subgroup x of prime order.
Let the group G EH be the direct product of a finite group E
whose subgroup lattice is not modular, and an infinite P*-group H such
that E and H have no elements of the same prime order. Then G is a
locally finite group containing subgroups with infinitely many conjugates
Ž .and the lattice  G is not modular. On the other hand, if X is any
subgroup of G, the intersection X E is normal in XH, and
 XHX E   HŽ . Ž .
is a modular lattice, so that X is an almost modular subgroup of G.
Therefore the lattice of subgroups of G is almost modular. This example
shows that there exist locally finite groups with almost modular subgroup
lattice that neither have modular subgroup lattice nor are central-by-finite.
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be P-embedded in G if
GH is a periodic group and the following conditions are satisfied:G
 Ž Ž ..GH  Dr S H  LH , where each S H is a non-G i I i G G i G
abelian P-group;
 in the above direct decomposition, elements from different factors
have coprime orders;
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 Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . .HH  Dr Q H  H L H , where each Q H isG i I i G G i G
a nonnormal Sylow subgroup of S H ;i G
 H L is a permutable subgroup of G.
All P-embedded subgroups are modular, and it can be proved that every
modular subgroup of a locally finite group is either permutable or P-em-
Ž  .bedded see 17, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem E .
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a locally finite group, and let J be the finite residual
of G. Then eery modular subgroup of G contained in J is permutable in G.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that J contains a modular subgroup H
Žof G which is not permutable in G, so that H is P-embedded in G see
 .14, Theorem 6.2.17 . Since every P-group is residually finite, it follows
from the definition that there exists a normal subgroup L of G such that
GL is residually finite and H L is permutable in G. Thus L contains J
and HH L is a permutable subgroup of G. This contradiction proves
the lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Let  be a lattice with least element 0, and let a be an
 element of  such that x is modular in the interal a x0 for each
element x of . Then a is a modular element of .
Proof. Let x and y be elements of  such that x y, and put
Ž .z a x 
 y. Then a
 z a
 y. Since x is a modular element of
 a x0 , it follows that
a x 
 y z a x 
 z x a
 z  x a
 y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .A similar argument shows that a x 
 b a x
 b for every ele-
ment b of  such that a b. Therefore a is a modular element of .
The finite residual of a group with almost modular subgroup lattice has
the following useful property.
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a group with almost modular subgroup lattice, and
let J be the finite residual of G. Then eery subgroup of J is modular in G.
Moreoer, if G is locally finite, eery subgroup of J is permutable in G.
Proof. Let H be a subgroup of J, and let X be any subgroup of G. As
X is almost modular in G, there exists a subgroup of finite index Y of G
such that X is a modular subgroup of Y. In particular, X is modular in the
² :group H, X , and it follows from Lemma 2.6 that H is a modular
subgroup of G. Finally, if G is locally finite, the subgroup H is permutable
in G by Lemma 2.5.
Recall that a group G is called an extended Tarski group if it contains a
cyclic nontrivial normal subgroup N with prime-power order such that
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GN is a Tarski group and HN or NH for every subgroup H of G.
 The existence of groups of this type has been proved by Ol’shanskiı 10 .˘
Clearly any extended Tarski group does not contain proper subgroups of
finite index, and its subgroup lattice is modular. The last result of this
section reduces the study of periodic groups with almost modular subgroup
lattice to the case of locally finite groups.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let G be a periodic group. The subgroup lattice  G is
almost modular if and only if G is a direct product of Tarski groups, extended
Tarski groups, and a locally finite group with almost modular subgroup lattice
such that elements of different factors hae coprime orders.
Proof. If G has the structure described in the statement, then the
Ž .lattice  G is isomorphic to the direct product of the subgroup lattices of
the direct factors of G, and hence it is almost modular.
Conversely, suppose that the periodic group G has almost modular
subgroup lattice, and let J be the finite residual of G. Then all subgroups
Ž .of J are modular in G by Lemma 2.7, and in particular  J is a modular
lattice. Therefore J T L, where T is a direct product of Tarski groups
and extended Tarski groups such that elements of different factors have
Ž . Ž .coprime orders, and L is a locally finite subgroup with  T   L 
Ž  .see 14, Theorem 2.4.16 . Obviously T is a normal subgroup of G, and
the factor group GT is locally finite by Lemma 2.4. Consider any element
xT of GT with prime order q, so that T is a maximal subgroup of
² :X T x . Let Y be any subgroup of X which is not contained in T , and
let Z be a subgroup of finite index of X such that Y is a modular element
Ž . Ž .of the lattice  Z . Then X TY and Z Y T Z  X, as T does not
contain proper subgroups of finite index. Since all subgroups of T are
modular in X, it follows that X has modular subgroup lattice, so that
² :X T g for some element g of order q and q does not belong to the
Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž .set  T see 14, Theorem 2.4.16 . Therefore  T   GT , and
all elements of G of order q centralize T. If a is any element of G with
n ² q n 1: ² :order q for some n 2, the subgroup a is normal in T , a , and we
obtain by induction on n that
² q n 1:   4T , a  T a  1 ,
so that a acts trivially on T. Let y and z be  -elements of G, where
Ž . ² :  T , so that y, z is contained in the centralizer of T , and hence
² : Ž . ² :y, z  T Z T . As the factor group y, z TT is finite, it follows that
² : ² :also y, z must be finite. Moreover, y, z  T is a Hall normal -sub-
² : ² :group of y, z , and so there exists a  -subgroup E of y, z such that
² : Ž² : .y, z  y, z  T E. The subgroup E centralizes T , so that E is
² : ² :normal in y, z , and hence y, z  E is a  -group. Therefore the set
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K of all  -elements of G is a locally finite subgroup, and G T K has
the required structure. The theorem is proved.
3. NONPERIODIC GROUPS
In this section Theorem C will be proved. We first consider the be-
haviour of elements of finite order in groups whose cyclic subgroups are
almost modular.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group, and let x and y be elements of finite order
² :of G. If the subgroup x is modular in G, then xy and yx hae finite order.
² :Proof. As the subgroup x is modular in G, the subgroup lattice
Ž² : ² : ² :. xy  xy  x is isomorphic to the interval
² : ² : ² : ² :   x , xy  x  x , y  x ,
Ž² : ² : ² :. ² : ² : ² :and hence also to  y  x  y . Thus xy  xy  x is a finite
group, and xy has finite order. It follows that also the element yx
1 1 1Ž .x y has finite order.
Ž² :.LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a group, and let x be a collection of finitei i I
² :cyclic modular subgroups of G. Then the subgroup X x  i I isi
periodic.
Proof. Every element x of X can be written in the form
x x 1  x  t ,i i1 t
where i , . . . , i belong to I and  1 for all j t. We shall prove by1 t j
induction on t that x has finite order; obviously it can be assumed that
t 1 and that
y x 1  x  t1i i1 t1
² :has finite order. Since x is a modular subgroup of G, it follows fromi t
 tLemma 3.1 that x yx has finite order.i t
Our next result shows in particular that, if G is a group with almost
modular subgroup lattice, the elements of finite order of G form a
subgroup.
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a group whose cyclic subgroups are almost
modular. Then the set of all elements of finite order of G is a subgroup.
Proof. Let T be the largest periodic normal subgroup of G. Clearly
every cyclic subgroup of GT is almost modular, so that replacing G with
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GT it can be assumed without loss of generality that G has no periodic
nontrivial normal subgroups. Let x be any element of finite order of G,
and let X be a subgroup of finite index of G containing x and such that
² :x is a modular subgroup of X. Let N be the core of X in G. Then for
² : y ² :each element y of N the finite cyclic subgroup x is modular in x, N ,
² :Nso that the normal closure x is periodic by Lemma 3.2. It follows that
     4N, x is a periodic subnormal subgroup of G, and hence N, x  1 .
Ž .Therefore N is contained in the centralizer C x , and the conjugacy classG
² :G Ž of x in G is finite, so that x is finite by Dietzmann’s Lemma see 11,
.Part 1, p. 45 , and hence x 1. Thus G is torsion-free, and the theorem is
proved.
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a group whose cyclic subgroups are almost modu-
² : ² :lar, and let x and y be elements of infinite order of G such that x  y 
 4 ² : ² :1 . If x is a modular subgroup of x, y , then xy yx.
² :Proof. Assume that the statement is false. Since x is modular in
² : ² : ² : Ž x, y , it follows that x is a normal subgroup of x, y see 17,
. y 1 ² :Theorem 1.3 , and so x  x . On the other hand, y is almost modular
² :in G, and hence there is a positive integer n such that y is a modular
² n : ² : ² n : n nsubgroup of x , y . As above y is normal in x , y , and x y yx .
This contradiction proves the lemma.
The following elementary lemma is probably well-known, but we have
not been able to find it in literature.
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a residually finite group. Then also the factor group
Ž .GZ G is residually finite.
Proof. Let  be the set of all normal subgroups of finite index of G,
and let K be any element of . Then
 KZ G ,G  K ,G  K ,Ž .
and hence
 4KZ G ,G  K 1 .Ž . 
K K
Therefore
KZ G  Z G ,Ž . Ž .
K
Ž .and so GZ G is a residually finite group.
² :LEMMA 3.6. Let G x, y be a residually finite group with almost
² :modular subgroup lattice. If x is a modular subgroup of G, then G is
supersoluble.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3 the set T of all elements of finite order of G is
a subgroup. In particular, if x and y have finite order, the group G is
² :Gperiodic and hence even finite by Lemma 2.4; as x is hypercyclically
embedded in G, it follows that in this case G is supersoluble. Assume now
that one of the elements x and y has finite order and the other has
² :infinite order. As x is a modular subgroup of G, we obtain that either
² : ² :x  T or y  T , so that G is obviously supersoluble. Suppose finally
² : ² :  4that both x and y have infinite order. If x  y  1 , the group G is
² : ² :  4abelian by Lemma 3.4. Thus it can be assumed that x  y  1 .
² : ² : Ž . Ž .Clearly x  y is contained in Z G , so that the cosets xZ G and
Ž . Ž .yZ G have finite order; as the factor group GZ G is residually finite by
Ž .Lemma 3.5, it follows from the first part of the proof that GZ G is
supersoluble. Therefore the group G is supersoluble.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a group whose cyclic subgroups are almost
modular. If G contains two elements a and b of infinite order such that
² : ² :  4a  b  1 , then G is an FC-group.
Proof. Let x be any element of infinite order of G, and let X be a
² :subgroup of finite index of G such that x is a modular subgroup of X.
² : ² :  4Let y be an element of infinite order of X. If x  y  1 , we have
² : ² :  4xy yx by Lemma 3.4. Suppose now that x  y  1 , so that by
assumption there exists in X an element z of infinite order such that
² : ² : ² : ² :  4x  z  y  z  1 .
² :Let Y be a subgroup of finite index of G such that y is a modular
subgroup of Y, and let k be a positive integer such that z k belongs to
² : ² k:  4 k kX Y. As y  z  1 , it follows from Lemma 3.4 that yz  z y.
Then
² k: ² : ² k:y , z  y  z
k ² : ² k:  4and yz is an element of infinite order of X. Since y  yz  1 , we
² : ² k:  4have also x  yz  1 , and hence
xyz k yz k x yxz k .
Therefore xy yx, and x commutes with all elements of infinite order of
X. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that the subgroup X is generated by its
Ž .elements of infinite order, so that X is contained in C x and x belongsG
to the FC-centre of G. On the other hand, also the group G is generated
by its elements of infinite order, and hence it is an FC-group.
Ž .Proof of Theorem C. a The set T consisting of all elements of finite
order of G is a subgroup by Theorem 3.3, so that replacing G with GT
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we may suppose that the group G is torsion-free. Let x be any element of
² :G, and let X be a subgroup of finite index of G such that x is a
² :modular subgroup of X. Assume that x is not normal in X, and let y be
² : y ² : ² :an element of X such that x  x . Put H x, y , and let J be the
finite residual of H. Since every subgroup of G is almost modular, the
Ž . Ž lattice  J is modular, and so J is an abelian group see 14, Lemma
.2.4.9 . Moreover, the residually finite group HJ is supersoluble by
² :Lemma 3.6, and hence H is a soluble group. As x is not normal in H,
² : ² :  4 Ž  . ² : ² :we obtain that x  y  1 see 16, Theorem 2 . Thus H x  y
is finite, so that also the commutator subgroup H of H is finite, and so H
² :is abelian. This contradiction proves that x is a normal subgroup of X.
Therefore all cyclic subgroups of G are almost normal, and hence G is an
FC-group. As G is torsion-free, it follows that G is abelian.
Ž .b Let X be any subgroup of T , and let K be a subgroup of finite
index of G such that X is a modular subgroup of K. Put L T K , and
let a be any element of infinite order of K. Then
² ² : : ² :X X , a  L  X , a  L,
² :so that X is normal in X, a . As K is generated by its elements of
infinite order, it follows that X is normal in K , and hence it is almost
normal in G.
Ž .c This part follows directly from Proposition 3.7.
COROLLARY 3.8. Let G be a nonperiodic group with almost modular
subgroup lattice. Then G is finite.
Proof. Let T be the subgroup consisting of all elements of finite order
of G. Then every subgroup of T is almost normal in G, so that in
Ž . Ž  .particular TZ T is finite see 9 and hence T  is finite. On the other
hand, the factor group GT is abelian, and so G is finite.
4. PRIMARY GROUPS
Properties of permutable subgroups of infinite groups have been studied
 by Stonehewer 15 . In particular, he proved that a subgroup H of a group
G is permutable if and only if H is ascendant in G and it is a modular
Ž .element of the lattice  G . It follows that modular subgroups coincide
with permutable subgroups in locally nilpotent groups. On the other hand,
if G is a periodic group whose subgroups are almost permutable, it is clear
that G has no Tarski sections, so that G is locally finite by Lemma 2.1.
Therefore, if p is any prime number, a p-group G is locally finite and has
almost modular subgroup lattice if and only if all of its subgroups are
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almost permutable. In this section, we will study p-groups in which every
subgroup is almost permutable.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a p-group containing an almost permutable sub-
Ž .group of order p. Then the centre Z G of G is not triial.
Proof. Let X be an almost permutable subgroup of order p of G, and
let K be a subgroup of finite index of G such that X is permutable in K.
Ž . Ž Then the centre Z K of K contains a nontrivial element a see 14,
.Theorem 5.2.9 , so that a has finitely many conjugates in G. It follows
² :G Ž .  4that a is a finite nontrivial normal subgroup of G and thus Z G  1 .
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a p-group whose subgroups are almost per-
mutable. Then G is hypercentral.
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a p-group whose centre Z G has infinite exponent,
² :and let x be a permutable subgroup of order p of G. Then x belongs to
Ž .Z G .
Proof. Clearly x normalizes every subgroup of G. Let g be any
k Ž .element of G, and let p be the order of g. By assumption Z G contains
an element z of order pk. Since x induces a power automorphism on the
² : x nabelian subgroup g, z , there is a positive integer n such that y  y for
² : n x x nevery y g, z . Thus z  z  z, and so also g  g  g. Therefore x
Ž .belongs to Z G .
COROLLARY 4.4. Let G be a p-group of infinite exponent whose commuta-
² :tor subgroup G is finite, and let x be a permutable subgroup of order p of
Ž .G. Then x belongs to Z G .
Ž .Proof. Since G is finite, the factor group GZ G has finite exponent.
Ž . Ž .Therefore Z G has infinite exponent, and x belongs to Z G by Lemma
4.3.
The following easy lemma suggests that properties of power automor-
phisms can be used in the study of groups with almost modular subgroups.
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a group, and let X be a modular subgroup of G. If
 4K is a normal subgroup of G such that X K 1 , then eery subgroup of K
is normalized by X.
² : ² :Proof. Let y be any element of K. Then y  y, X  K is a
² :normal subgroup of y, X , and hence X normalizes all subgroups of K.
LEMMA 4.6. Let G be a periodic residually finite group with almost
modular subgroup lattice. Then the commutator subgroup G of G is con-
tained in the FC-centre of G.
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Proof. Let x be any element of G. As G is locally finite by Lemma
2.4, there exists a finite subgroup E of G such that x belongs to E. Let K
 4be a normal subgroup of finite index of G such that E K 1 . Since E
is almost modular in G, the subgroup K can be chosen in such a way that
Ž .E is modular in EK , so that EC K is isomorphic to a group of powerE
Ž .automorphisms of K by Lemma 4.5. In particular, EC K is abelianE
Ž . Ž .and x belongs to C K , so that K lies in C x and the conjugacy classE G
of x in G is finite. Therefore G is contained in the FC-centre of G.
Our next result proves that every primary residually finite group with
almost permutable subgroups has large FC-centre.
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let G be a residually finite p-group whose subgroups
are almost permutable, and let F be the FC-centre of G. Then either the fac-
tor group GF is cyclic or p 2 and GF C n C for some positie2 2
integer n.
Proof. The commutator subgroup G of G is contained in F by
Lemma 4.6, and hence GF is abelian. Let E be any finite subgroup of
G, and let K be a normal subgroup of finite index of G such that
 4E K 1 and E is permutable in EK . Then E induces on K a group
 of power automorphisms by Lemma 4.5. If the subgroup E, K is finite,
we have obviously that E is contained in the FC-centre of EK , and so also
 in F. Suppose now that E, K is infinite. Since every locally cyclic
subgroup of G is cyclic, there exists a finite subgroup V of K such that
 E, V is not cyclic, and the set  of all such subgroups is a local system
Ž . Ž .for K. Moreover, there is an element V of  such that C K  C V ,0 E E 0
Ž . Ž² :.and it follows that EC K can be embedded into Aut y for someE
Ž  . Ž .element y of K see 8, Proposition A . Clearly C K is contained in F,E
and hence every finite subgroup of GF either is cyclic or isomorphic to
C n C for some integer n 1. Assume by contradiction that the2 2
abelian group GF is infinite, so that it contains a group of type p. Let g
be an element of G  F such that g p F. Then g p belongs to a finite
normal subgroup of G, and so without loss of generality it can be assumed
that g p 1. Moreover, replacing G with a suitable subgroup of finite
² :index, we may suppose that g is a permutable subgroup of G. Let N be
any normal subgroup of finite index of G. Then GGFN is a
Ž .finite-by-abelian group of infinite exponent, and hence g belongs to Z G
 by Corollary 4.4, so that G, g N. As G is residually finite, it follows
   4 Ž .that G, g  1 and g belongs to Z G . This contradiction proves that
GF is finite, so that it is either cyclic or isomorphic to C n C for some2 2
positive integer n.
LEMMA 4.8. Let G be a p-group whose subgroups are almost permutable.
If G B A is the semidirect product of an abelian normal subgroup A and
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Ž .a subgroup B, then the factor group GC A is finite. In particular, if B isG
abelian, then G is abelian-by-finite.
Proof. As the subgroup B is almost permutable in G, there exists a
subgroup of finite index A of A such that B is a permutable subgroup of1
² : ² :A , B . Clearly A  A , B  A is normalized by B, and it follows1 1 1
from Lemma 4.5 that B induces on A a group of power automorphisms.1
Ž .  Thus BC A is finite by a result of Levi 7 . Let A be a finite sub-B 1 2
group of A such that A A A , and let B be a subgroup of finite index1 2 1
² : ² :of B such that A is permutable in A , B ; then A  A , B  A2 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .is normalized by B , and so B C A is finite. It follows that the index1 1 B 21
 Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .B : C A is finite, so that also C A  C A  C A has finiteB 2 B B 1 B 2
Ž .index in B, and the group GC A is finite.G
LEMMA 4.9. Let G be a residually finite p-group whose subgroups are
Ž .almost permutable. If G is an FC-group, then GZ G is finite.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that G is not abelian-by-finite, and
suppose that for some positive integer n a subgroup E of G has beenn
defined which is the direct product of n finite non-abelian subgroups.
Since G is a residually finite FC-group, there exists a subgroup of finite
index K of G such thatn
   4E  K  E , K  1 .n n n n
By assumption K contains a finite non-abelian subgroup L , and E n n n	1
E  L is the direct product of n	 1 finite non-abelian subgroups. Thenn n
the subgroup
E E n
n
is the direct product of infinitely many finite non-abelian subgroups. By
 Lemma 2.3.3 of 13 every finite nonabelian p-group either has modular
subgroup lattice or has a nonabelian section of order p3 which is dihedral
for p 2 and has exponent p for p 2. Since in the first case there exists
a section isomorphic either to the quaternion group Q of order 8 or to a8
semidirect product of two cyclic nontrivial subgroups, and as the direct
product of two copies of Q has a dihedral section of order 8, it follows8
that the group G has a section S which is the direct product of infinitely
many nonabelian groups each of which can be written as a semidirect
product of two abelian subgroups. Thus S itself is the semidirect product
of two abelian subgroups, and hence it is abelian-by-finite by Lemma 4.8.
This contradiction proves that the FC-group G is abelian-by-finite, and
Ž .then it is clear that the factor group GZ G is finite.
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COROLLARY 4.10. Let G be a residually finite p-group whose subgroups
are almost permutable. Then G is abelian-by-finite.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 4.9.
We will now prove that every p-group whose subgroups are almost
permutable is a finite extension of an abelian group. To obtain this result,
we need information on the behaviour of radicable subgroups of such
groups.
LEMMA 4.11. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular
subgroup lattice, and let Q be a subgroup of G haing no finite nontriial
Ž .homomorphic images. Then Q is contained in the centre Z G of G.
² :Proof. Let x be any element of G, and put H Q, x . Suppose first
² :that x has prime order. As x is almost modular in G, we have obviously
² :that x is a modular subgroup of H. Thus either HQ or Q is a
maximal subgroup of H. Moreover, Q is contained in the finite residual of
H, so that all subgroups of Q are permutable in H by Lemma 2.7. If X is
any subgroup of H which is not contained in Q, then HQX, and hence
X is modular in H. Therefore all subgroups of H are modular, and it
Žfollows from the structure of locally finite M-groups that H is abelian see
 .14, Theorem 2.4.13 and Theorem 2.4.14 . In the general case, let y be an
² :    4element of prime order of x . Then Q, y  1 by the first part of the
Ž .proof, and hence y belongs to Z H . Moreover, by induction on the order
  ² :  of x we may suppose that Q, x is contained in y , so that Q, x is finite
Ž .and it is isomorphic to QC x . Since Q has no finite nontrivial homo-Q
   4morphic images, it follows that Q, x  1 . Therefore Q is contained in
Ž .Z G .
LEMMA 4.12. Let G be a p-group whose subgroups are almost permutable,
Ž .and let Q be the largest radicable subgroup of Z G . Then the factor group
GQ is abelian-by-finite.
Proof. Let J be the finite residual of G. Then Q is contained in J, and
by Lemma 4.11 every nontrivial subgroup of JQ contains a proper
subgroup of finite index. Moreover, the factor group GJ is abelian-by-
finite by Corollary 4.10, so that without loss of generality we may suppose
 4that Q 1 and GJ is abelian. We shall prove that in this situation the
group G is abelian.
 4Assume by contradiction that G 1 , so that in particular G is not
Ž . presidually finite. Then G is properly contained in G because G J.
Ž . pReplacing G with G G , we may also suppose that G has exponent p.
Ž .Since all subgroups of J and in particular of G are permutable by
Ž  .Lemma 2.7, G is abelian see 14, Theorem 2.4.14 . If G is not contained
Ž .in Z G , there exists a finite nonabelian subgroup E of G such that
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   4G, E  1 ; as E is almost permutable in G and G J, it follows that
E is permutable in GE, so that E is even normal in GE. Thus the index
 Ž .  Ž . Ž .G : C E is finite, and GEZ GE is finite, so that GG Z GEG 
is a finite nontrivial normal subgroup of the hypercentral group
Ž .GG Z GE . Therefore G contains a G-invariant subgroup N of
Ž .index p. Clearly the same property also holds if G lies in Z G , so that
replacing G with GN it can also be assumed that G has order p. Let L
be a subgroup of G which is maximal with respect to the condition
 4G L 1 , so that in particular L is abelian. Since L is almost
permutable, replacing G with a suitable subgroup of finite index, it can be
assumed that L is permutable in G. Moreover, replacing G with the factor
group GL , we suppose that L does not contain nontrivial normalG
Ž .  4subgroups of G, so that L Z G  1 . Let h be an element of order p
² :  4in the set G  L. Then G h L 1 , and so h belongs to GL.
Ž .Therefore the subgroup 	 G is contained in GL, and hence it is1
Ž Ž .. Ž .elementary abelian. It follows also that 	 Z G G, so that Z G is1
locally cyclic.
² : ² :Suppose now that G contains two cyclic subgroups x and y such
² :² : ² :² : ² : Ž Ž ..that x y  y x . Then x is not normal in G, so that 	 Z G1
² : ² : Ž .  4G is not contained in x and hence x  Z G  1 . On the other
p Ž . p phand, x belongs to Z G , and so x  1. Similarly y  1, and the
² :subgroup x, y is abelian. This contradiction shows that all subgroups of
G are permutable, so that G is an abelian-by-finite group of finite
Ž  .exponent see 13, Theorem 2.4.14 . In particular, G must be residually
finite, and this last contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
THEOREM 4.13. Let G be a p-group whose subgroups are almost per-
mutable. Then G is abelian-by-finite.
Ž .Proof. Let Q be the largest radicable subgroup of Z G . Then the
factor group GQ is abelian-by-finite by Lemma 4.12, and so without loss
of generality it can be assumed that GQ is abelian. Let M be a subgroup
 4of G which is maximal with respect to the condition QM 1 , so that
in particular M is abelian. Since M is almost permutable in G, replacing
G with a suitable subgroup of finite index we may suppose that M is a
permutable subgroup of G. Suppose that QM is properly contained in G,
and let g be an element of G QM such that g p belongs to QM. Clearly
² : ² : ² :Q g is abelian, so that Q g Q h for some element h of G. As
² :  4 ² : ² :QM h  1 , it follows that Q h M x is a cyclic nontrivial
² : ² :subgroup, and obviously Q x is properly contained in Q h . Moreover,
h p belongs to
² : ² :Q h QMQ x ,
² : ² p: pnso that Q x Q h and x zh , where zQ and n is a positive
integer which is not divisible by p. Since Q is radicable, there exists an
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p Ž . p nelement y of Q such that z y , and so x yk where k h . Clearly
² : ² :k does not belong to QM, so that ykQM and QM yk  u is a
² : ² :cyclic nontrivial subgroup. Therefore M u M yk , and yk belongs to
QM, a contradiction. It follows that GQM is an abelian group.
COROLLARY 4.14. Let G be a p-group whose subgroups are almost
permutable. Then G contains a finite normal subgroup N such that the factor
group GN is quasi-hamiltonian.
Proof. The group G is abelian-by-finite by Theorem 4.13, so that
G AE, where A is an abelian normal subgroup and E is a finite
subgroup of G. As all subgroups of E are almost permutable in G, A
 contains a normal subgroup B of G such that the index G : B is finite
and H is permutable in BH for each subgroup H of E. Let C be a finite
normal subgroup of G such that A BC, and let N be the core of CE in
G. Clearly A E is contained in N and EN EC, so that
AN ENN A EN N A EC N A E CN ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
and in particular BN ENN. Moreover, G BCE BEN and so the
factor group GN is the semidirect product of its subgroups BNN and
ENN. Since N is finite, it is enough to prove that every subgroup of GN
is permutable, so that without loss of generality it can be assumed that
Ž .  4G E B, where E is core-free and nontrivial. Thus C B  1 andE
every subgroup of B is normal in G by Lemma 4.5, so that E acts on B as
a group of power automorphisms. Suppose that y is a nontrivial element of
E such that b y b1 for all b B. Then p 2 and B contains an
² :element x of order 4, so that the subgroup x, y is dihedral of order 8, a
² : ² :contradiction since y is permutable in x, y . It follows that B has a
Ž  .finite exponent and E is cyclic see 1, Theorem 3.5.5 , so that in
Ž particular all subgroups of G are permutable if p 2 see 14, Theorem
.2.4.14 . Suppose finally that p 2, and let U be a cyclic subgroup of
order 4 of B. Then the metacyclic group UE is the product of two cyclic
Ž . Žpermutable subgroups, so that the subgroup lattice  UE is modular see
 . U Ž  .14, Lemma 5.2.14 , and hence E  E see 14, Lemma 2.3.6 . Therefore
   4UEU E is abelian, and U,G  1 , so that all subgroups of G are
Ž  .permutable see 14, Lemma 2.3.4 . The corollary is proved.
5. PERIODIC GROUPS
The first lemma of this section shows that the class of all groups having
modular subgroup lattice is local.
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a group. Then the lattice  G is modular if and
only if eery finitely generated subgroup of G has modular subgroup lattice.
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Proof. Let X, Y, Z be subgroups of G such that X Z, and let x be
² :any element of X, Y  Z. Then there exist finitely generated subgroups
² : ² :X of X and Y of Y such that x X , Y . Since E X , Y has a1 1 1 1 1 1
² :modular subgroup lattice and X  Z  Z E, we have X , Y  Z1 1 1 1 1
² : ² : X , Y  Z , so that x X, Y Z . It follows that1 1 1
² : ² :X , Y  Z X , Y Z .
Ž .Therefore the lattice  G is modular.
LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular subgroup
lattice. Then G contains an abelian normal subgroup A such that the Sylow
subgroups of GA are finite.
Proof. Let p be any prime number, and let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of
G. Since S is almost modular in G, there exists a subgroup of finite index
X of G such that S is a modular subgroup of X. If S is permutable in X,
then S is even normal in X, and so S X is a subnormal subgroup of GG
which has finite index in S. Suppose now that S is not permutable in X.
Ž  .Then S is P-embedded in X see 14, Theorem 6.2.17 , and hence SSX
is finite, so that also SS  X is finite. In both cases it follows that theX G
Ž .group SO G is finite. Let R be the HirschPlotkin radical of G. Thusp
the Sylow subgroups of GR are finite. Since modular subgroups of locally
nilpotent groups are permutable, all subgroups of R are almost per-
mutable subgroups, and hence for each prime number q the Sylow
q-subgroup R of R contains an abelian normal subgroup of finite indexq
by Theorem 4.13. Then R also has an abelian characteristic subgroup Aq q
Ž  .of finite index see 6, Lemma 21.1.4 and the direct product ADr Aq q
is an abelian normal subgroup of G such that all Sylow subgroups of GA
are finite.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a group, and let E be a sequence of finiten n
subgroups of G with pairwise coprime orders such that all subgroups of En	1
² :are normalized by E , . . . , E for each positie integer n. If eery E1 n n
Ž .contains a nonmodular respectiely, nonpermutable subgroup H , then then
² : Žsubgroup H H  n is not almost modular respectiely, not almostn
.permutable in G.
ŽProof. Assume that H is almost modular respectively, almost per-
.mutable in G, and let X be a subgroup of finite index of G such that H
Ž .is a modular respectively, permutable subgroup of X. Clearly there exists
a positive integer n such that E is contained in X, and by assumptionn
² :  4E  E  k n  1 .n k
Ž .Therefore H E H , and H is a modular respectively, permutablen n n
subgroup of E . This contradiction proves the lemma.n
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We can now prove the following lemma, which will be essential in the
proof of Theorem A.
LEMMA 5.4. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular subgroup
lattice. Then G is a finite extension of a group with modular subgroup lattice.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that the locally finite group G has no
subgroups of finite index with modular subgroup lattice. By Lemma 5.2 G
contains an abelian normal subgroup A such that all Sylow subgroups of
GA are finite. Assume first that the factor group GA is countable. Let
n be a positive integer, and suppose that n finite subgroups E , . . . , E of1 n
G with pairwise coprime orders have been chosen such that every sub-
² :group of E is normalized by E , . . . , E for all i n and the latticesi	1 1 i
Ž . Ž . ² : E , . . . ,  E are not modular. Since the subgroup E E , . . . , E1 n 1 n
is almost modular in G, there exists a normal subgroup K of G of finite
index such that E is a modular subgroup of KE. Let  be the set of all
prime numbers dividing the order of the finite subgroup E. As the Sylow
subgroups of KK A are finite, we have that
K K AO KK AŽ .0  
Ž  .has finite index in KK A see 2, Theorem 3.5.15 and Theorem 2.5.12 ,
and hence replacing K with K it can be assumed that KK A is a0
 -group. Let P be the -component of the abelian group K A. As the
factor group GA is countable, there exists a  -subgroup L of K such
 4 Ž  .that K LP and L P 1 see 2, Theorem 2.4.5 . Replacing K with
a suitable subgroup of finite index, we may also suppose that L is a
modular subgroup of K , so that L normalizes all subgroups of P by
Ž .Lemma 4.5, and LC P is isomorphic to a group of power automor-L
Ž .phisms of P. Thus LC P is finite, so thatL
C P  C P  PŽ . Ž .K L
has finite index in K and so also in G. It follows that the subgroup lattice
Ž . Ž Ž ..of C P is not modular, so that also the lattice  C P is not modular,K L
Ž .and by Lemma 5.1 there exists a finite subgroup E of C P whosen	1 L
Ž .subgroup lattice is not modular. The  -subgroup C P is characteristicL
Ž .in C P , and hence normal in G, so that E normalizes all subgroups ofK
Ž .C P by Lemma 4.5. In particular, the order of E is a  -number andL n	1
² :all subgroups of E are normalized by E , . . . , E . Therefore theren	1 1 n
Ž .exists a sequence E of finite subgroups of G satisfying the state-n n
ment of Lemma 5.3, and hence G contains a subgroup which is not almost
modular. This contradiction proves the statement when the group GA is
countable.
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We will now prove that the group GA must be countable. Let XA be
any countable subgroup of GA. It follows from the first part of the proof
that X contains a subgroup of finite index with modular subgroup lattice,
so that in particular X is metabelian-by-finite. On the other hand, the
Ž class of soluble-by-finite groups is countably recognizable see 3, Proposi-
.tion 2.6 , so that G itself is soluble-by-finite. Since the Sylow subgroups of
GA are finite, it follows that GA is countable. The lemma is proved.
LEMMA 5.5. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular subgroup
Ž .lattice. If the set of primes  G is finite, then G contains a finite normal
Ž .subgroup N such that the subgroup lattice  GN is modular.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 the group G is a finite extension of a group with
Ž .modular subgroup lattice; as the set  G is finite, it follows that G is
Ž  .abelian-by-finite see 14, Theorem 2.4.13 and Theorem 2.4.14 . As in the
proof of Corollary 4.14 we can now reduce the proof to the case in which
G E B, where B is an abelian normal subgroup of G, E is a finite
Ž .  4nontrivial subgroup such that C B  1 , and H is modular in BH forE
every subgroup H of E. In particular, E is a modular subgroup of G.
G ŽSuppose first that E is permutable in G. Then E is locally nilpotent see
 .14, Theorem 6.3.1 , so that G itself is locally nilpotent. Moreover, it
follows from Corollary 4.14 that every Sylow subgroup G of G contains ap
Ž .finite normal subgroup N such that the lattice  G N is modular, andp p p
hence NDr N is a finite normal subgroup of G and GN hasp p
modular subgroup lattice. Suppose now that E is not permutable in G, so
Ž  .that it is P-embedded in G see 14, Theorem 6.2.17 . Then
G S   S  L,1 t
where each S is a non-abelian P-group, elements from different factorsi
have coprime orders,
EQ  Q  E L ,Ž .1 t
each Q is a nonnormal Sylow subgroup of S , and E L is a permutablei i
subgroup of G. Clearly the core of E L in L is normal in G, so that
Ž .  4E L  1 , and it follows from the first part of the proof that theL
Ž .statement holds for the group B E L . On the other hand, the set of
Ž . Ž .primes  EE L and  L are disjoint, so that L is contained in
Ž .B E L and there exists a finite normal subgroup N of L such that
Ž . LN is a modular lattice. Since S   S has modular subgroup1 t
lattice, it follows that N is a finite normal subgroup of G such that
Ž . GN is modular.
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular subgroup
Ž .lattice. Then GM K , where the subgroup lattice  M is modular, the
Ž . Ž . Ž .set of primes  K is finite, and  M   K .
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Proof. By Lemma 5.4 we have G AE, where A is a normal subgroup
with modular subgroup lattice and E is finite. Moreover, the set of primes
Ž . A can obviously be assumed to be infinite, so that
A Dr A ,n
n
where each A is either a nontrivial primary group with modular subgroupn
lattice or a P*-group and elements of different factors have relatively
Ž  .prime orders see 14, Theorem 2.4.13 . For each positive integer n, put
B  Dr A .n k
kn
Since E is a finite almost modular subgroup of G, there exists a positive
Ž . Ž .integer n such that E is modular in EB and  B   E . Wen n
   4claim that B , E  1 for some integer m n. If E is permutable inm
   4B E, then E is normal in EB and so B , E  1 . Therefore withoutn n n
loss of generality it can be assumed that E is not permutable in B E, son
Ž  .that E is P-embedded in B E see 14, Theorem 6.2.17 . Clearly Cn
Ž .C B is the core of E in B E. HenceE n n
B EC S C  S C LC ,n 1 t
where each S C is a nonabelian P-group and elements from differenti
factors have coprime orders,
ECQ C Q C E L C ,Ž .1 t
each Q C is a nonnormal Sylow subgroup of S C, and E L is ai i
   4permutable subgroup of B E. In particular, B , E L  1 . Put Sn n
² : Ž .S , . . . , S . As the set  S is finite, there exists an integer m n such1 t
that B is contained in L. Thenm
   4B , E S  B  C 1 ,m m
and hence
   4B , E  B , E S E L  1 .Ž . Ž .m m
Put
m1
M B and K Dr A E.m kž /k1
Ž .Then K is normal in GMK , the set of primes  K is finite, and
Ž . Ž . M   K . The lemma is proved.
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LEMMA 5.7. Let G be a periodic abelian-by-finite group containing a finite
normal subgroup N such that the factor group GN has modular subgroup
Ž .lattice. Then the lattice  G is almost modular.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that G contains a subgroup X which is
not almost modular, and let A be an abelian normal subgroup of finite
index of G. Then X is not almost modular in AX, and so we may suppose
Ž .that G AX. The centralizer C C AA X is a normal subgroup ofX
G, and replacing G with the factor group GC it can also be assumed
Ž .  4without loss of generality that C A  A X 1 . In particular, theX
subgroup X is finite, and the counterexample G can be chosen in such a
way that X has minimal order. Write AU V, where U is the direct
product of the primary components of A of finite exponent and V is that
of the primary components of A of infinite exponent. Clearly the group
UX is residually finite, and hence there exists a normal subgroup W of UX
 4contained in U such that UXW is finite and WNX 1 . Moreover,
the group VXVXN has modular subgroup lattice and its Sylow p-
Ž .subgroups have infinite exponent for each prime p  V , so that
Ž VXVXN is finite-by-abelian see 14, Theorem 2.4.13 and Theorem
. Ž .2.4.14 , and hence the commutator subgroup VX  of VX is finite. It
Ž .follows that also VXZ VX is finite, so that V contains a subgroup B of
   4finite index such that B, X  1 . Since WB is an X-invariant subgroup
Ž .  4of finite index of A, the minimal choice of X yields that C WB  1 , soX
that replacing G with WBX we may suppose that AW B, and
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4G AX B WX , with C W  C A  1 . Clearly WXN XX X
 4 Ž .N centralizes W, so that WXN 1 and hence the lattice  WX is
modular. In particular, X is a modular subgroup of WX ; as X is not
modular in G, it follows that the groups B andWX cannot be coprime. Let
Ž . Ž .q be a prime in the set  B   WX , and let Q and Y be the
q-components of B and a Sylow q-subgroup of X, respectively. Then Q
has infinite exponent, so that also the Sylow q-subgroups of the group
QWXQWXN have infinite exponent. On the other hand, the lattice
Ž . QWXQWXN is modular, so that the Sylow q-subgroups of
ŽQWXQWXN are central by Iwasawa’s theorem, and hence Y QWX
.N is a normal subgroup of QWX. Thus
Y QWXN WX Y WXN  YŽ . Ž .
   4 Ž .is normal in WX, and so W, Y  1 . Therefore Y is contained in C W ,X
and this contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
Ž .Proof of Theorem A. Suppose first that the lattice  G is almost
modular. It follows from Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 5.6 that GM K ,
where M is a group with modular subgroup lattice and K is a locally finite
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Ž . Ž . Ž .group such that the set of primes  K is finite and  M   K is
empty. Moreover, Lemma 5.5 yields that K contains a finite normal
Ž .subgroup N such that the lattice  KN is modular. As the group K is a
finite extension of a group with modular subgroup lattice by Lemma 5.4,
Ž we obtain also that K must be abelian-by-finite see 14, Theorem 2.4.13
.and Theorem 2.4.14 .
Conversely, if GM K satisfies the conditions of the statement, it
follows directly from Lemma 5.7 that G has almost modular subgroup
lattice.
Proof of Corollary D. Assume first that the group G is periodic, so that
it is even locally finite by Theorem 2.8. As locally finite groups with
modular subgroup lattice are metabelian, it follows now from Theorem A
that G is metabelian-by-finite. Suppose now that G is not periodic, and let
T be the subgroup consisting of all elements of finite order of G. Then all
subgroups of T are almost normal in G by Theorem C, and in particular
Ž .TZ T is finite. If G is an FC-group, there exists a finite normal
Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup N of G such that T Z T N, so that Z T  T C N ; itG
Ž .follows that GZ T is abelian-by-finite, and hence G is metabelian-by-
finite. Assume now that G is not an FC-group, so that the factor group
Ž Ž ..GT is locally cyclic. The centralizer C C TZ T is a normalG
Ž .subgroup of G, and GC is finite. Moreover, C TZ T is contained in
Ž . Ž .the centre of CZ T , and CC T is locally cyclic, so that CZ T is
abelian and G is metabelian-by-finite.
Ž . Ž .Replacing almost modular subgroups with almost permutable sub-
groups, the proof of Lemma 5.7 can be adapted to prove the following
result.
LEMMA 5.8. Let G be a periodic abelian-by-finite group containing a finite
normal subgroup N such that the factor group GN is quasi-hamiltonian.
Then all subgroups of G are almost permutable.
Proof of Theorem B. Suppose first that all subgroups of G are almost
permutable, so that G is locally finite. By Theorem A we have that
GM L, where M is a group with modular subgroup lattice, L is an
abelian-by-finite group containing a finite normal subgroup W such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .the lattice  LW is modular and  M   L . Therefore M
Q E and LWUW VW, where Q and UW are locally nil-
potent groups, E and VW are direct products of P*-groups, and
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Q   E  see 14, Theorem 2.4.13 . Since every P*-group
contains a subgroup which is not permutable, it follows from Lemma 5.3
that E and VW are finite. Clearly Q is a quasi-hamiltonian group,
and N EV is a finite normal subgroup of the abelian-by-finite group
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K E L such that KNUW is quasi-hamiltonian. Moreover,
Ž . Ž .GQ K and  Q   K .
Conversely, if GQ K satisfies the conditions of the statement,
application of Lemma 5.8 yields that all subgroups of G are almost
permutable.
It follows from Theorem A that every periodic group G with almost
modular subgroup lattice contains a finite normal subgroup N and a
Ž . Ž .subgroup of finite index M such that the lattices  GN and  M are
modular. The consideration of the direct product G E T , where E is
a group of prime order p and T is a Tarski p-group, shows that the above
condition is not enough to prove that G has almost modular subgroup
lattice. On the other hand, a characterization of this type can be given for
periodic groups whose subgroups are almost permutable.
COROLLARY 5.9. Let G be a periodic group. Then all subgroups of G are
almost permutable if and only if G is finite-by-quasi-hamiltonian and quasi-
hamiltonian-by-finite.
Proof. The necessity of the condition is an obvious consequence of
Theorem B. Suppose conversely that the periodic group G contains a
finite normal subgroup N and a normal subgroup L of finite index such
that GN and L are quasi-hamiltonian groups. Consider the finite set of
Ž . Ž .primes   N   GL . As GN is locally nilpotent, we have
GNHN KN ,
where HN is a  -group and KN is a -group. Then HQN for
some  -subgroup Q, which is of course quasi-hamiltonian. Clearly G
Ž . Ž .HKQK and  Q   K ; as Q is contained in the locally
nilpotent group L, it follows that
LQ K L Q K L ,Ž . Ž .
so that Q is a normal subgroup of G and GQ K. Moreover, the
subgroup K is abelian-by-finite, since K L is quasi-hamiltonian and the
Ž .set  K is finite. Therefore all subgroups of G are almost permutable by
Theorem B.
LEMMA 5.10. Let G be a locally finite group with almost modular
Ž .subgroup lattice. If the set of primes  G is finite, then G contains an
abelian normal subgroup of finite index A such that all subgroups of A are
normal in G.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 the group G contains a subgroup of finite index
Ž with a modular subgroup lattice, so that G is abelian-by-finite see 14,
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.Theorem 2.4.13 and Theorem 2.4.14 and hence G VE, where V is an
abelian normal subgroup of G and E is a finite subgroup. As E is almost
modular in G, there exists a subgroup of finite index W of V such that W
is normal in G and E is a modular subgroup of WE. Suppose first that E
is a p-group for some prime number p and put WW W , where W1 2 1
 4is the p-component of the abelian group W. Then W  E 1 , and it2
follows from Lemma 4.5 that all subgroups of W are normalized by E and2
so are normal in G. By Lemma 5.5 there exists a finite normal subgroup N
Ž .of W E such that the lattice  W EN is modular. If W EN is abelian,1 1 1
Ž . Ž .we obtain that W E  is finite, and hence the centralizer C E has finite1 W1
Ž .index in W ; in this case it is enough to put A C E W . Assume now1 W 21
Žthat the p-group W EN is not abelian, so that it has finite exponent see1
 .14, Theorem 2.4.14 . Then W E is residually finite, and there exists a1
 4normal subgroup U of W E such that W EU is finite and U E 1 ;1 1
again by Lemma 4.5 every subgroup of U is normalized by E, so that the
abelian subgroup AUW has the required properties. Suppose finally2
that the order of E is not a power of a prime, and for each prime
Ž .p  E let E be a Sylow p-subgroup of E. It follows from the first partp
of the proof that W contains a subgroup of finite index A such that Ep p
normalizes all subgroups of A . Thenp
A A p
Ž .p E
is an abelian normal subgroup of finite index of G all of whose subgroups
are normal in G. The lemma is proved.
THEOREM 5.11. Let G be a periodic group with almost modular subgroup
lattice. Then G contains a normal subgroup of finite index M such that all
subgroups of M are modular in G.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 5.6 that GH K ,
where H is a group with modular subgroup lattice, K is a locally finite
Ž . Ž . Ž .group with  K finite, and  H   K . Moreover, Lemma 5.10
yields that K contains an abelian normal subgroup A such that KA is
finite and all subgroups of A are normal in K , and so also in G. Thus the
normal subgroup MHA of G satisfies the condition of the statement.
COROLLARY 5.12. Let G be a periodic group whose subgroups are almost
permutable. Then G contains a normal subgroup of finite index Q such that all
subgroups of Q are permutable in G.
Proof. By Theorem 5.11 there exists a normal subgroup of finite index
M of G such that all subgroups of M are modular in G. Moreover, it
follows from Corollary 5.9 that M contains a normal subgroup Q such that
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Q is quasi-hamiltonian and MQ is finite, and clearly Q can be chosen
normal in G. Then every subgroup of Q is ascendant and modular in G,
and so also is permutable.
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